Living without ageing. Why we have to completely rethink our CVs
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- Eliminating ageing does not imply eliminating death
- Eliminating ageing means we will die young
- Changing the way we work changes the way we age
- We must think about what we want as a society, rather than what we need to do
Eliminating ageing does not imply eliminating death

Altern zu beseitigen bedeutet nicht, den tod zu beseitigen

Eliminare l'invecchiamento non significa eliminare la morte
Eliminating ageing means we die young

Wenn wir nicht älter werden, sterben wir jung

Eliminare l'invecchiamento significa che noi moriamo giovani
However,..

Jedoch,....

Tuttavia,..

..we will keep dying old

..wir werden weiter alt sterben

..continueremo a morire vecchi
Option 1: the extended current model
Option 2: the reboot model

Now

Future

- Education
- Work
- Education (again)
- Work (again)
- Retirement
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Option 3: the flexible model

Future

- Education
- Work
- Sabattical
- Education and Work
- Work and Care
- Retirement

Now

- Education
- Work
- Sabattical
- Education and Work
- Work and Care
- Retirement
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